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Overview 

Conversational and bulk text messaging is a powerful communications channel. Text messaging has rules 

and regulations across the globe. Any company that uses text messaging needs to understand and 

follow the rules surrounding its use. Businesses that use proven best practices in conversational text 

messaging get better results across the board. This Guide shares a basic overview of key compliance 

requirements. We also share some of the basic best practices for users of text messaging, proven by our 

thousands of global customers. 

Disclaimer: Please note that our advice is for informational purposes only. It’s not meant to substitute 

for advice from qualified legal counsel. 

Compliance Basics 

Compliance refers to the rules that guide conversational text messaging, what you can do, how you can 

do it, and things you want to avoid. This guide focuses on the US regulations. Text messaging is 

governed by The Federal Communications Commission (FCC). The FCC is the primary body in the USA for 

regulating communication by satellite, wire, radio, television, and cable, so text marketing also falls 

under its domain. 

Text messaging compliance follows the specific rules of the Telephone Consumer Protection Act (TCPA) 

and/or the European Union’s General Data Protection Requirements (GDPR).  The TCPA is the main anti-

telemarketing law in the USA. It also applies to text messaging, since texting is viewed as a transaction 

similar to a phone call. Here are some simple rules to follow to be sure your organization stays in 

compliance with the TCPA regulations. 

Don’t Be a Spammer 

One of the major focus areas of the FCC is in controlling SPAM. Just like email and robo-calls, text 

messages may also be considered as SPAM.  Unlike email though the carriers have figured out how to 

monetize text-based marketing by throttling the throughput on long codes (normal looking phone 

numbers) and offering faster throughput and white-listing for short codes (short 5 to 6-character 

numbers).  They also have implemented algorithms to detect spam and may temporarily block a number 

when flagged.  

IMPORTANT:  As of June-2022 we know that the carriers such as ATT, Verizon and especially T-Mobile 

have put extreme pressure on the texting aggregators (Providers) such as Twilio by imposing big fines on 

the Providers themselves which you can expect to be passed down to you eventually. Read this article 

for deeper dive:  U.S. Carrier Penalties for Non-Compliant Messaging – Twilio Support 

More on Long Codes and Short Codes in the following sections but for now let’s talk about how to avoid 

being tagged as SPAM. You can expect two types of blocks by the carriers and also providers such as 

Twilio, AerialLink and others will have their own spam detection rules as outlined below: 

https://support.twilio.com/hc/en-us/articles/4410588996123-U-S-Carrier-Penalties-for-Non-Compliant-Messaging#:~:text=In%20the%20case%20of%20Content,Compliance%20and%20Regulatory%20related%20alerts
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Frequency Blocks  

If a long code (regular looking phone number) is sending more than 2-3 messages every second 

continuously, the number may get flagged for a frequency block.  Every 160 characters is considered as 

one(1) SMS segment. 

In a scenario where the customer is running a campaign with a message body exceeding 160 characters, 

each set of 160 characters in the message body is considered as one message. Thus, a message going 

out with 200 characters is actually two messages.  We strongly suggest using the Twilio Message 

Segment calculator  

Read the document named Batch Texting w/ 360SMS to learn techniques for dispersing your large batch 

across multiple relatively inexpensive Sender Numbers automatically.  Imagine a list of 1000 contacts 

that will surely be flagged for a frequency block if batch texting from one Sender Number.  Now, if you 

use the 360SMS features for designating business logic such as Contact.Owner.SMS_Number that traffic 

could be dispersed randomly across all the Sales peoples numbers. Other common use cases are to use 

matching area codes per customer to both give a local presence but also to disperse batch SMS traffic 

among multiple sender numbers.  

Content Blocks 

When a long code is sending the same SMS Template to multiple mobile numbers. The best way to take 

care of this by merging at least one field such as Hello {!Contact.firstname}. While not always practical, if 

the message is more than 160 characters, then consider using a merge field at the start and at the 

bottom of the message body (every 160 characters). This will make the message look unique to the 

Carrier’s anti-spam detection filters. The whole idea is the make sure your traffic looks human-like and 

not system generated.   

One easy idea is that if your message uses a hyperlink at the bottom of your message. Only with 360SMS 

does the link get automatically Bitly Shortened into a unique link for each outbound SMS. Thereby, 

tricking the anti-spam algorithms to think that this segment is different for each message.  

High Failure Rates  

Because of the pressure coming from the carriers (ATT, Verizon, T-Mobile), providers such as Twilio will 

suspend accounts when they see high failure rates within any 24-hour period.  Below is a snippet from 

Twilio’s own Remediation Template explaining High Error Rates but this can more easily be described as: 

DO NOT TEXT LAND LINES.    

360SMS provides the industry’s leading “Verify Phone” technology that is coincidentally a Twilio API 

facilitated by triggers on the MobilePhone field of Leads/Contacts. The 360SMS technology will 

physically clear the value of your MobilePhone field if we detect it as a LandLine and you can expect 

future upgrades to go further and re-run the verification process before an SMS is even sent to Twilio so 

that we are not triggering their High Failure Rate alarms. Note that the Verify Phone process is indeed 

paid usage equal to the prevailing rate of a single 1 segment SMS but the price is well worth it.   

More in this video:  360SMS: Verify Phone 

https://boldercrm.com/download.php?f=360-SMS-Batch-Texting.pdf
https://www.loom.com/share/7355d26559574dffa17d4eeb950fa0e6
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A high error rate can be driven by one error code or by the sum of several collectively. (see the Error and 

Warning Dictionary a full list of all possible Twilio REST API error codes). Keep in mind that you pay for 

messages including those that are not delivered due to an error. The following error codes may be 

significantly contributing to your error rate:  

• Message Filtering (Error 30007) indicates your message content was flagged as going against 

guidelines. Your message was filtered (blocked) by Twilio or by the carrier. Please review:  

o Twilio Help Article: How does Message Filtering Work 

o Twilio Help Article: How do I prevent my Twilio messages from being filtered (blocked)? 

See sections and  

• The following error rates (30003, 30005, 30006) indicate that your messages were 

“Undelivered.” The numbers you’re trying to reach are unavailable, unknown (no longer exists) 

or unable to receive your messages, such as landlines. At high levels, this is interpreted to mean 

that consent may be outdated, or not properly obtained (e.g. purchasing outdated leads from 

third parties). Please review: 

o ○ Twilio Help Article: Troubleshooting Undelivered Twilio SMS Messages, See  

▪ Twilio Messaging Policy. See Consent/Opt-In  

▪ CTIA Messaging Principles and Best Practices, Section 5.1.4 and 5.1.5 

High Opt-Out Rates 

A high opt-out rate indicates that you either did not obtain proper consent, the end users receiving your 

message(s) no longer wish to receive them or forgot providing consent altogether. This leads to 

consumers objecting and generating complaints. The opt-out rate is the number of opt-out messages 

received over the total number of your messages delivered. See the following references: 

What are the Text Marketing Rules? 

We’ll begin with the most straightforward do’s and don’ts of every text marketing campaign. If you’re 

new to SMS regulations, or just want a little more clarity, we’ll dive a little deeper into these text rules 

and concepts below. 

1. You cannot buy lists of phone numbers and add them as subscribers. 

2. For commercial texts, your consent must be in writing. 

3. You cannot send copyrighted or trademarked material that has not been licensed for your use. 

4. In your confirmation, the CTIA wants the consumer to understand if they’re agreeing to a single-

message response or a recurring-messages campaign. 

5. For non-commercial, informational texts (such as those sent by or on behalf of tax-exempt non-

profit organizations, political purposes, and other non-commercial purposes, like school 

closings) you still need prior express consent (but the consent does not necessarily need to be 

written). 

6. You can only send messages pertaining to alcohol to age-verified subscribers. 

7. You cannot send confidential information, threats of violence, hate speech, or graphic violence. 

TCPA Compliance Checklist 

1. Conversational messages require implied consent. 

https://support.twilio.com/hc/en-us/articles/223181848-How-Does-Carrier-Filtering-Work-
https://support.twilio.com/hc/en-us/articles/1260803966670-How-do-I-prevent-my-Twilio-messages-from-being-filtered-blocked-
https://support.twilio.com/hc/en-us/articles/1260803966670-How-do-I-prevent-my-Twilio-messages-from-being-filtered-blocked-
https://support.twilio.com/hc/en-us/articles/223181868-Troubleshooting-Undelivered-Twilio-SMS-Messages%23h_01F4T15CS7Y7HZBT4NKHNSS9WK
https://www.twilio.com/legal/messaging-policy
https://api.ctia.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/190719-CTIA-Messaging-Principles-and-Best-Practices-FINAL.pdf
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2. Information messages require express consent. 

3. Promotional messages require express written consent. 

4. Don't purchase lists of phone numbers containing contacts who haven't opted in. 

5. Don't use spammy technology like shortcodes, artificial voices, or recordings. 

6. When possible, use a business messaging service that offers local 10DLC messaging. 

7. Don't text or call a contact before 8 am or after 9 pm, local time. 

8. Don't text or call anyone on the National DNC Registry. 

9. Maintain a "Do Not Contact" list for all of your business contacts. 

10. List your business name, message frequency, and applicable messaging rates when contacts opt-

in. 

11. Provide contacts with an "opt-out" like "STOP". 

12. If calling, disconnect if no one answers after 15 seconds or 4 rings, whichever comes first. 

13. Don't send messages pertaining to alcohol to non-age-verified numbers. 

14. Don't send messages with anything that's graphic, hateful, violent, or confidential. 

15. Stay aware of updates to messaging regulations. 

Implement Permission Marketing 

Permission marketing is the process used to collect permission from your individual contacts to 

communicate with them. In the case of texting, permission marketing means that: 

• All contact consent should be in writing. 

• You need to disclose that you will contact them in the future by text message, before they 

consent. 

• You must keep this consent form for 4 years (minimum statute of limitations, TCPA) 

Obtaining Consent 

Consent can be in either a digitally signed form or in an actual signature form. Digital forms can include a 

website form, email, text message, check-box form, application or other digital document.  

Permission is for a person, though legally it’s for the mobile number. What needs to be in the consent 

form? Here’s a template that you can adapt for your industry and business. 

“By checking this box and submitting this form, I agree to receive phone calls and/or text messages from 

or on behalf of [XYZ Company], regarding their products and services, at the phone number(s) provided 

on this form, including my wireless number (if applicable). I understand that these calls may be 

generated using an automated technology. I understand that consent is not a condition of purchase.” 

As you adapt this statement for your own use, be sure that you: 

• Give an overview of the full range of all potential messages contacts should expect to receive. 

• State terms & conditions prominently & clearly. 

• Make signing the agreement optional. 
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Double Opt-In Explained 

You also need to understand the concept of a double opt-in, and when you need to use it in 

conversational text messaging. Here’s what you need to know: 

• If you get written consent via an SMS from a mobile device itself (a “device opt-in”), you have 

the written consent of the mobile device owner. 

• In case you get the written consent through another method, such as a paper or web form (a 

“non-device opt-in”), it’s not clear that the person giving consent is the mobile device owner. 

That’s where a second opt-in comes in. 

The GDPR (Global Data Protection Requirements for EU Countries), U.S. wireless association, CTIA and 

the Mobile Marketing Association (MMA) rules require that, a marketer must: 

• Send a single text message to the mobile device owner 

• Request a text response (e.g., “text ‘Y’ to start receiving text messages.) The device owner must 

respond positively for consent to be completed. 

We at Bolder CRM do not recommend a double opt-in 

Most of our customers begin messaging prospects and customers who are familiar with the company 

and have already given consent through a web form or other mechanism. We do recommend sending a 

notification message upon registration with details of the program and describing the types of messages 

they are going to receive. However, we do not feel that a double-opt-in is necessary for most businesses 

that have already obtained the first consent via web registration.  

Advertising Use Cases 

If you’re running advertisements or social media campaigns to capture leads, you need to follow these 

rules for compliance. 

First, be sure you include the following in your ad: 

• Name of the program they are joining 

• Description of the program or campaign 

• Message frequency which they can expect 

• Provide a URL to the complete terms & conditions, including privacy policy, help, opt out 

information, etc. 

When you receive their opt-in, message back and ask contacts to text a keyword such as CONFIRM.  

After they confirm, send a legally compliant message back to them that states the following: 

• Company name 

• Value proposition 

• Frequency of messages that will be sent monthly 

• Possible carrier costs & fees 

• Option to ask for help/ opt-out of future texts 

Here are a couple of additional tips: 
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• If you don’t send a message to a contact within 18 months of his/her opting into your text 

messaging, their original consent is considered inactive.  

• Always be sure to match your content to the content the prospect signed up for 

Handling Opt-Outs  

Handling opt-outs correctly is one of the most important aspects of compliance and best practices for 

text messaging. When someone chooses to opt-out of your messages, you must comply, or risk 

penalties for spamming. 360 SMS has automatic Opt-Out and Opt-In features that handle all aspects of 

the opt-out and opt-in experience. Rest assured that when Single Texting, Bulk Texting or Triggered 

Texting, if the contact’s phone number has been marked SMS Opt-Out = True then all of these processes 

will fail in an elegant way with either a warning (when single texting) or by simply skipping the contact in 

the case of bulk or triggered texting.  

Below is a set of best practices for managing opt-outs that will keep you compliant: 

• Offer an easy way for the receiver to opt-out, e.g., “Reply STOP to opt-out” 

• Be sure that you mention options for opting-out in at least one message per month – daily is 
better!  

• When a contact requests an opt-out, be sure to acknowledge that request with a message so 
that the contact knows that you’ve received their opt-out request and have acted on it. This is 
automatic with 360SMS for the STOP keyword only.  

• 360SMS has the industry’s most robust Opt-Out handling as well as Opt-In handling using our 

Intelligent Opt-Out/UnSubscribe technology to not only recognize the “STOP” keyword but it 

“learns” as you discover other common phrases customers use to opt out manually.  Video:   

Intelligent Opt-Out/UnSubscribe 

• Implement an auditing process to monitor the opt-out’s. Be sure to review your process 
monthly to ensure it is effective and that you don’t have any opt-out errors 

• Training your team to manage opt-outs is critical. They need to understand and follow the opt-
out processes in order to meet compliance requirements 

• In the case of an emergency, certain entities are allowed to send one message to opt-outs  

o For example, a university or first-responder network 

Soft Opt-Out vs. Hard Opt-Out 

There are two opt-out scenarios to consider, the soft opt-out and the hard opt-out.  

A soft opt-out is when a customer asks either by phone or in a lengthy sentence to “please stop sending 

me texts.” In which case you are obligated by law to check the SMS Opt-Out checkbox on their record. 

This is called “soft” because, one could simply uncheck the box and the system would allow you to 

continue texting the user. Train your people accordingly though that by law you must honor their 

requests.   

A hard opt-out on the other hand is when the customer replies with either of these two keywords that 

are written into USA law, namely  STOP and UNSUBSCRIBE.   By law, many of the upstream texting 

https://www.loom.com/share/212da40065fd437a8ddb594e9f8d9ca5
https://www.loom.com/share/212da40065fd437a8ddb594e9f8d9ca5
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aggregators will blacklist the combination of the SMS_Number + Customer Number from ever getting 

text messages regardless of the value of your Salesforce opt-out checkbox.   The aggregator also sends 

them an automated message saying “You have been successfully unsubscribed. Reply START to re-

subscribe.”   If they have Hard unsubscribed the only way that 360SMS will allow you to text them again 

is with an incoming START keyword from customer.  Note that the opt-out is on a per Sender Number 

basis not per company. The 360SMS platform interprets the STOP though to mean for all numbers and 

will mark the SMS Opt-Out checkbox. 360 SMS allows you to define additional unsubscribe keywords 

and even phrases in addition to the STOP and UNSUBSCRIBE but those simply mark the SMS Opt-Out 

checkbox automatically for you but are still consider soft unsubscribes.  

Bulk SMS and General Best Practices 

The following best practices will increase the likelihood that your message is delivered, read and acted 

upon.  

Message Recommendations 

Just like email marketing these general “golden rules” apply to text-message marketing: 

1. Personalize it 
2. Identify who you are every 24 hrs  – do not assume they kept your last message 
3. Keep it short – Less than 160 is best, rarely more than 320 even though we allow up to 1000. 
4. Keep it relevant 
5. Always include an opt out statement for each message in a 24 hour period that is a non-

conversational message such as a nurture campaign and new engagement campaign.  
 

The first thing to think about with any text messaging campaign is the overall content and the actual 

message. Please consider these best practices and recommendations: 

• Always use the customers name — Just like email marketing, personalization and relevance 

matter! Plus the unique merge tag helps with the carrier anti-spam algorithms.  

• Use Merge Tags — The sure-fire way to be identified as a spammer is to not personalize the 

message. At a minimum you should always use the {!Contact.firstname} merge tag but as noted 

in the “long messages” recommendation below, you should consider using merge tags in each 

160 character segment especially for batch/bulk SMS where the risk of the Frequency + Content 

blocking is ever-present.    

• Introduce yourself ALWAYS — Do not assume your prospect knows who you are, even if you 

have sent them previous messages. Usually, they have not saved you as a Contact on their 

phone and they have probably deleted your past messages.   

o IMPORTANT: We now know that carriers and providers are both looking for this in their 

non-compliance so this is no longer optional.  

o Remind them who you are EVERY TIME.  e.g.  Hello Joe - Steve here @ Bolder 

CRM/360SMS 
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▪ UserName Merge tags — use either the {!$User.firstname} (current user) or 

{!Contact.Owner.firstname}/{!Lead.Owner.firstname} merge tags so your 

templates are generic.  

▪ Hi {!Contact.firstname} - {!$User.firstname} here @ 360SMS. 

▪ Hi {!Contact.firstname} - {!Contact.owner.firstname} here @ 360SMS. 

• Add your Phone number – Make it easy for your customer to call you by merging in your 

phone number. All smart phones will display a phone number as an easy click-to-dial number.   

IMPORTANT:  Most customers should be using the 360SMS “Sticky Sender Number” technology 

which is a formula field on the Lead/Contact that is either the Lead.Owner → PHONE or the Last 

Number used to outbound Call/Text the customer. Thus, you should use the merge tag “Sticky 

Sender Formatted”:  

o {!Lead.sticky_sender_formatted__c}  vs. {!Lead.owner.phone}  

• Opt-Out/Unsubscribe — If it’s your first time texting this customer/prospect, always give 

them a way to opt-out, “Reply STOP to opt-out.”  THIS IS NOT OPTIONAL.  It is not necessary to 

add this language to every message but for people that have never engaged with you, it should 

be on every message and certainly it should be on every FIRST message of a 24 hour period.  So, 

if you send daily messages or a periodic “nurture” or “engage with me” type of campaign it 

should most definitely be on those messages.   

o IMPORTANT:  Effective, June 2022 the big carriers (ATT, Verizon and T-Mobile) now 

have algorithms looking for the word “STOP” somewhere in the messages and will flag 

and even block messages for further inspection that don’t have the opt out language. It 

is best to have an opt out sentence in ALL non-conversational messages!  

o MORE IMPORTANT:  Effective January 2023 carriers are now enforcing that every FIRST 

message in a 24-hour period include the word “STOP” in the last segment of the 

message. We are even seeing simple Event Reminders being blocked and manually sent 

messages.  Luckily, 360SMS responded quickly to this by creating a new feature 

available in the SMS Setup to automatically detect the first message of the day to a 

customer and automatically append the required opt out language to the message.  

  

o To be clear YOU are responsible for opt-ing them out whether they use the STOP 

keyword or call you by phone to be removed. 360SMS simply facilitates that you will 

NEVER be able to send an SMS to that customer either manually, via batch or via some 

triggered automatic approach.  

https://www.loom.com/share/cb171bf1ef13491e86a3661051559894
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o 360SMS has the industry’s most robust Opt-Out handling as well as Opt-In handling 

using our Intelligent Opt-Out/UnSubscribe technology to not only recognize the “STOP” 

keyword but it “learns” as you discover other common phrases customers use to opt out 

manually.  Video:   Intelligent Opt-Out/UnSubscribe 

• Get to the point — State why you are contacting them - remember SMS = “Short Message 

Service”, nobody wants a super long message. Put your longer messaging in a hyperlink. Plus the 

longer your message the more 160 character segments and the more risk you take in getting 

blocked as carriers detect spam PER SEGMENT (see the Long Messages section below). 

• Get to your Call-to-Action quickly — The best messages are under 160 characters and no 

more than 320, so get to the point with your Call-to-Action as quickly as possible. 

• Give clear instructions — Be sure that any instructions for replying or other actions are 

simple and clear, e.g.  Reply YES or NO,  Reply INTERESTED or NO,  Reply 1, 2 or 3 

o Upper Case your keywords — Many modern smart phones detect upper cased 

words and present them as buttons to the user. These are features of the phone, you’re 

just facilitating this functionality with clear uppercased keyword response options.  

• Don’t be passive – Avoid open-ended questions, like “Let me know when you’re available.” 

Instead, drive the action with “I’ll be calling you in the next 5 minutes, reply OK or LATER.” 

Most people will reply LATER but then you automate the response with the 360SMS iText tool 

such as below. You’ll be surprised at how often people reply. The key is that you are engaging 

them long enough to then come in after the chatbot and have a real conversation.     

o “Okay, here’s a link to my calendar: https://boldercrm.com/book-a-meeting/?v=Phone-

Call”    

o “Okay, reply with a date/time.”   

• Don’t obsess over length — Choose clarity over obsessing about keeping the message short. 

At less than 2 cents per message segment (160 characters), choose a clear message rather than 

obsessing over keeping the message short. Ultimately you want your message to be 

understood.   

o IMPORTANT:   Remember though that carriers look at each 160-character segment for 

uniqueness when detecting spammers.  Use this segment calculator to ensure that each 

segment has a merge tag that keeps that segment unique for each message.  

o No one wants your robot looking message. Here’s a classic for the texting wall-of-

shame:  TextSTOPopout   - did they really need to save those two space characters and 

the word “to”? 

• Use Line Breaks — It is okay and most definitely adds clarity to define your templates with 

line breaks just like you would use paragraphs. Choose clarity every time! 

• Use Hyperlinks — Remember that hyperlinks sent in an outbound message are automatically 

shortened and trackable with 360SMS in a native Salesforce object. Most importantly, when 

using the 360SMS Hyperlink Tracking license, the link is UNIQUE link for each contact/lead, 

https://www.loom.com/share/212da40065fd437a8ddb594e9f8d9ca5
https://www.loom.com/share/212da40065fd437a8ddb594e9f8d9ca5
https://twiliodeved.github.io/message-segment-calculator/
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thereby tricking the Carrier content blocking algorithms into thinking that the content is 

different for each message. This is a huge benefit over all other SMS platforms! 

o When clicked, you will be notified via email (if enabled) and/or you can use process 

builders to capture the change in the Click Count field to: 

▪ Drive additional responses 

▪ Add contacts/leads to campaigns 

▪ Update fields – increase a lead score or change a status 

▪ Create follow-up calls/tasks  

▪ Alert additional key stakeholders via email alerts or SMS alerts 

• Long Messages — Understand that the definition of the Global SMS standard splits all 

messages into 160-character chunks (90 characters when using emojis and other non-english 

characters). Thus, when sending longer messages in big batches, the carriers can flag the latter 

segments of your message as all being the same.  While not always practical, try to work in some 

other merge tag into each 160-character segment of your message. Adding a hyperlink to the 

bottom of your message will do the trick since it is automatically a unique link for each contact 

when using the 360SMS HyperLink Tracking License or you can manufacture your own unique 

links with merge tags.  

• Use a Message Segment Calculator religiously – While creating your message templates 

ALWAYS run them through this useful message segment calculator to ensure that each segment 

of your message is unique. Obviously, you cannot always have unique segments but this is 

especially important for any sort of automated message or bulk message.  

Messaging Segment Calculator 

o IMPORTANT:  Watch out for Special Characters (Curly Apostrophe especially) and 

Emoji’s     .  Avoid writing your message content in tools like Microsoft Word, Outlook 

or other editors that automatically use “curly” apostrophes and curly double quotes. 

These are considered special characters by the SMS standard as they are outside the 

Asci-128 supported characters. Pasting your content into the Messaging Segment 

Calculator shown below will show this clearly that your message is now breaking into 

70-character segments instead of 160 as that is the Global SMS standard.  When using 

the 360SMS Template editor it will not let you type a curly apostrophe or curly double 

quotes, but it will allow you to PASTE these.  So beware!    

o Additionally, Emoji’s and many non-English characters that fall outside the Ascii-128 

range also break the entire message into 70-character chunks thereby costing you more 

money but more importantly increasing your chances of getting blocked as the Carriers 

would now look at smaller segments, thereby reducing the unique content.  

o Even using just a single emoji or curly apostrophe breaks the whole message into 70-

character segments, regardless of where it is placed. This is just how the global SMS 

standard works and nothing to do with 360SMS.  

https://twiliodeved.github.io/message-segment-calculator/
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Figure 1 - The Twilio Message Segment Calculator is extremely useful for analyzing and tweaking your messages and to see how the 
Carriers see them. 

• Use Hyperlinks – Even if you decide not to use the powerful 360SMS Hyperlink Tracking 

functionality, you can create your own unique links by simply appending a merge tag on the end 

of your URL using the ?SomeVariable=SomeValue syntax. Your website will ignore this variable 

but to the anti-spam algorithms the message is unique.  

o http://mywebsite.com?x={!Contact.Id}   or  

http://boldercrm.com/360SMS?x=someexistingvalue&e={Contact.Email} 

• Keep it light — Texting is inherently more casual than email. People will appreciate you being 

less formal. No “Dear Joe, I am writing because I am an old fuddy duddy that doesn’t understand 

texting.” Instead try:  “Hey Joe – Bob here @ Acme Widgets, following up on your interest…” 

• Emoji’s are cool and fun but…. — In the vein of keeping it light, DO use emoji’s and even 

pictures. You’ll put a smile on someone’s face! 

o IMPORTANT - Emoji’s are considered special characters in the SMS protocol and thus 

cause the message to break into 70-character segments. Use with care.  

• Watch acronyms, abbreviations and slang — Not everyone understands texting acronyms. 

Gauge your texting terms and slang based on your audience. 

• Anticipate a response – Texting works! In fact, you can expect upwards of 40% response to 

many texting campaigns. Consequently, consider using the 360SMS iText tool every time instead 

of templates so that at least the initial response can be handled with automated responses.  

o Even if your message has no call-to-action you should still plan for responses.  

http://mywebsite.com/?x=%7b!Contact.Id%7d
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o Using the iText Default Answer path gives you a free “report” of the various ways people 

respond to you text by just going to the Question page layout and reviewing the Survey 

Response related list.  

o Designate the users that will handle the responses or warn your users if the responses 

will be using their numbers and owner Ids.  

o Use the “Relate Incoming to Record Owner” feature of Batch Texting or Drip 

Campaigns:   Batch/Bulk Texting Techniques and Best Practices 

• Standard Carrier Charges Apply — Seriously? Do people still need to be told that “std carrier 

charges apply” – we don’t think so. Maybe do this for your first message and then drop it but in 

2022 we think everyone knows that when they text from their phone, they are the payer.   

Short Codes vs. Long Codes 

To send or receive a message, you need to use a short or long code (normal phone number) to send 

messages, capture replies and create responses. This section gives you an overview of when to use 

which type of code. Short codes are fixed, easy-to-remember registered numbers that are five-to-six 

numeric digits in length. Think of a short code as your mobile marketing address. For example, text 

“Menu” to 246810 for Martha’s Stewarts Meal Delivery website.  

Most companies create short codes to drive their text messaging strategy, with related Keywords and 

Automated responses to deliver specific content or answers to Keyword responses and questions. Short 

codes can only be used to send texts (no voice traffic). Short code delivery is considerably faster than 

long code delivery (40 to 100 messages per second vs. 1 message per second with a long code) and their 

deliverability rates are considerably higher. Furthermore, since carriers vet and approve all short codes 

for their intended use, they are not subject to carrier filtering or suspension for heavy traffic. Therefore, 

carriers tend to mark messages using short codes as spam less frequently than they do with long codes. 

Short codes however are quite expensive, starting at $15,000 per year and require considerably more 

time to obtain because of the application and vetting process.   

Long codes (a.k.a normal phone numbers) use a longer set of digits compared to short codes. They look 

like a normal phone number and indeed often carry both voice traffic and SMS traffic.  They can be used 

to send and receive texts, faxes and make voice calls.  In fact, 360 SMS long codes now can be used for 

both Texting and our Salesforce Integrated Telephony application for click-to-dial and inbound screen 

pops and even for batch Ringless Voicemail sent to the mobile phones as a Missed Call + Voicemail.      

The choice of short or long codes depends on a number of variables listed below.  

Speed of sending/receiving text messages 

SMS long codes have a limit of one message per second. Therefore, long codes are used primarily for 

person-to-person communication. Short codes can be used to send anywhere from 40 to 100 messages 

per second depending on the carrier. They are typically used for high volume messaging. Again, though 

360SMS can automatically disperse a large batch across multiple long codes both to increase throughput 

as well as to avoid frequency blocks.   

https://boldercrm.com/download.php?f=360-SMS-Batch-Texting.pdf
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Deliverability 

Since carriers vet and approve all short codes for their intended use, they are not subject to carrier 

filtering or suspension for heavy traffic. Therefore, carriers tend to mark messages using short codes as 

spam less frequently than they do with long codes. Unless you follow the best practice 

recommendations above sending batch SMS from a long code can have your messages temporarily 

blocked.  Read the 360 SMS – Batch Texting with Co-Pilot guide to understand a clever tool we use to 

disperse large batches among multiple Long Codes.  

Inbound to Outbound text ratio 

Carrier regulations require that the ratio of inbound to outbound text traffic should be more than 1:3 

when using long codes. There is no such restriction in place for short codes. 

Common Use Cases 

Typically, a long code is used by recruiters, college recruiting, delivery services, home service industries, 

law firms, mortgage brokers, real estate agents, courier companies, banks, airlines and other service 

sectors for customer service related communication. Here are a few use cases: 

• Conversational Texting  

• New leads being registered, and an introduction SMS being sent. Or better yet use a 360SMS 

iText ChatBot/Survey for lead qualification questions to auto-populate lead values.  

• Happy Birthday reminders 

• Service appointment reminders along with a picture of the Service Tech that is showing up 

• Recruiting firms commonly send chatbot surveys to ask for interest in certain jobs 

• Customer Satisfaction Surveys (Net Promoter Scores) – Although there are now numerous 

website applications that offer single click net promoter score type surveys, we guarantee that if 

you offer a 360 SMS iText chatbot (auto responder), the majority of customers will choose to 

answer via text because it’s just lower tech and customers are becoming more and more afraid 

of opening hyperlinks from any device.  

o Additionally, many customers automate the Satisfaction such that low scores send email 

or SMS alerts to key managers.  

• Call Centers automate time-based triggered messages asking if the case can be closed after a 

period of inactivity and they also trigger customer satisfaction surveys after it’s been closed.  

• Mortgage brokers commonly send automated SMS as the loan hits various milestones. 

• Real Estate agents trigger texts or send Batch SMS when certain properties come onto the 

market.  

• Very common in both Mortgage, Business Loans and Real Estate is the SMS Drip Campaign 

where a serious of messages are defined to go out at different days offset from the original lead 

generation date with calls-to-action to engage. Then the drip stops once the prospect engages.  

• Law Firms often automate court date notifications and intake surveys 
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• Small businesses automate declined payments or payment reminders 

• A courier company could text to inform a customer that their package is scheduled for delivery 

• A bank could text clients their account balance every month 

• An airline can reply to a passenger’s seat preference request 

• Short codes are used by companies for marketing and security, or to disseminate urgent 

information. Short codes use cases include: 

o Marketing promotions:  

▪ Short Codes are all the rage on Radio advertisements and billboards as it’s 

typically easier to remember the short code and keyword than a website call-to-

action. 

▪ Use short codes to send coupons, sales alerts, and other promotional 

information. If your company is USA-based, you are really supposed to use a 

short code for all marketing texts. 

o Two-factor authentication used by banks and various websites to send a validation code 

such as what Salesforce uses when it detects you logging in from an unrecognized IP 

address.  Since a text message sent via a short code are likely to be delivered quickly, it’s 

a preferred channel for these type of applications 

o Forgot password applications 

o Alert notifications, including hurricane warnings or flight delay because short codes 

insure much more reliable delivery 
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